JAPAN NUCLEAR PLANT CRISIS, GOVERNMENT PANEL
MAR 30, 2011

Senate Committee Appropriations | Energy and Water Development

The Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development held a hearing on lessons the U.S. can take from the nuclear plant crisis in Japan. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chair Greg Jaczko testified on his recent trip to Japan.
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TRANSCRIPT

00:00:10 8 min.
Feinstein, Dianne - U.S. Senator, [D] California
THE DAMAGED FUKUSHIMA DAICHI NUCLEAR PLANT. HE'S TESTIFYING ABOUT WHAT HE LEARNED AND SAW. WE ALSO EXPECT TO HEAR FROM AN ACTING ASSISTANT ENERGY SECRETARY...

00:08:53 7 min.
Alexander, Lamar - U.S. Senator, [R] Tennesseee
THE RIGHT FOCUS AND BALANCE TO PROMOTE INCREASED SAFETY? THE SPENT FUEL AT DAICHI POSED SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS, CONTRIBUTING TO AT LEAST ONE OF THE HYDROGEN...

00:15:41 1 min
Lautenberg, Frank R. - U.S. Senator, [D] New Jersey
...LAST 30 YEARS ANYWAY NO ONE WAS WOUNDED AT THOSE MIE ISLAND...

NOTE: The transcript for this program was compiled from uncorrected Closed Captioning.
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